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Abstract 

Mathieu, Ph. and J.-P. Delahaye, A kind of logical compilation for knowledge bases, Theoretical 

Computer Science 131 (1994) 197-218. 

The forward chaining algorithm is perhaps the best-known algorithm in expert systems. However, it 

is not complete because it cannot compute the two-valued consequence literals of a propositional 

knowledge base (i.e. set of rules) with negations. If the user wants to compute them, he must use 

a particular algorithm, which often takes much time. We propose a compilation system for 

knowledge bases, which we call logical compilation, which allows us to compute the two-valued 

consequence literals of a knowledge base (i.e. set of rules) using a forward chaining on the compiled 

base with any extensional knowledge base (i.e. set of basic facts) added. We also use this compilation 

in a wide propositional calculus and solve the “or” problem in rule conclusion, We present several 

methods with their benefits to make this compilation and we give properties on knowledge bases to 

avoid this compilation. Finally, we give a theorem which defines incremental compilation. 

1. Introduction 

The forward chaining algorithm which is usually used within expert systems is not 

complete with respect to two-valued logic when negation is used. For example, 1 A 
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cannot be deduced from A -+ B and 1 B, whereas 1 A is a logical consequence. Other 

examples are more complex: C+D 1 A A 1 B-+1 D A-+E B+E. In this example 

E is a logical consequence of the knowledge base with C as extensional knowledge 

base, which is not deduced by forward chaining. 

This incompleteness can imply an unexpected result from a forward chaining 

interpreter for a given knowledge base. Its origin has been clearly identified [9,24, 111: 

the logic implicitly used by forward chaining is a particular three-valued logic 

different from Kleene’s [ 181, Lukasiewicz’s [22] or more recently Przymusinski’s one 

[26]. In this logic a+b is false when a is true and b is not. a-b is true in the other 

cases. The other connectives are defined as those of Kleene. For this three-valued 

logic, forward chaining is sound and complete but, as we have shown in the previous 

examples, it is weaker than the usual two-valued logic in the sense that all two-valued 

models are three-valued ones but not conversely. 

To avoid these drawbacks, several methods are possible: 
_ writing only knowledge bases for which the two-valued consequence literals and the 

three-valued ones are identical; 
_ modifying algorithms for computing not only the three-valued consequence 

literals (which are insufficient) but the two-valued ones as Davis and Putnam or 

SL-resolution algorithms do. Unfortunately, the satisfiability problem is 

NP-complete; therefore, computing the two-valued consequences is NP-hard 

and there is no longer any hope to obtain efficient algorithms for the general 

case; 
_ adding rules to the base Kb we are interested in, to obtain a new base Kb’ for which 

the three-valued consequence literals (i.e. literals computed by forward chaining) 

are the two-valued consequence literals of Kb. We call this sort of procedure 

“achievement” and this is the approach we develop. See also [14, 1.51 and more 

recently [19,26] for other uses of Kleene’s three-valued logic especially to solve the 

negation problem in a completed database with SLDNF. 

2. Notation and definitions 

In this section, we briefly recall some notions and results about propositional logic 

on which our studies are based. A literal is an atomic formula or a negated atomic 

formula. An extensional knowledge base is a set of literals. A rule is a formula of the 

form L1 A L2 A . . . A L,+L, where L, Li are literals and n 20. When n =0 we write 

L instead of +L. A clause is a formula of the form L1 v L2 v .‘. v L,, where Li are 

literals. 

We call the clause 1 L1 VT L2 v ... VT L, v L the clausal form of the rule 

r=(L, A L2 A ... A L,-+L), and we denote it by Cl(r). 

We call the following set of n rules variants of the clause c = (L, v L2 v ..’ v L,) and 

denote it by Var(c): 
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1 L1 Al L, A ... Al L,-+L,_1, 

A set of rules Kb is said to be saturated iff: for each rule L1 A Lz A ... A L,+L of Kb, 

if L1, L2, , L,EKb then LEKb. 

We denote Sat(Kb) the minimal saturated set of rules which contains Kb. It is in 

fact the set obtained after saturation with forward chaining. 

If Kb is a knowledge base, we denote by Ato the set of atoms used in Kb, by 

Lit(Kb) the set of literals used in Kb and by Her(Kb) the set Ato(Kb)ul Ato( 

A three-valued interpretation is a set of literals. A two-valued interpretation is a set of 

positive literals. We call each three-valued (resp. two-valued) interpretation which 

satisfies all the formulas of a given set the three-valued model (resp. two-valued model) 

of the set. A literal is a logical three-valued consequence (resp. two-valued conse- 

quence) of a set of formulas if it is true ’ in every model of this set. We denote by 

Cons,(Kb) (resp. Cons,(Kb)) the set of three-valued consequence literals (resp. 

two-valued) of a set of rules Kb. 

As we said before, the logical meaning of the implication we consider is: “A-+B” is 

false when A is true and B is not, A--+B is true in the other cases (as in two-valued 

logic). With our logic, the set of three-valued models is stable by intersection and we 

will see that it is very useful to characterize the set of literals computed by forward 

chaining (see Fig. 1). More details and justifications for this connective can be found 

in [ll]. 

Remark 2.1. The implication connective defined here is different from those of Kleene 

[18] or Przymusinski [26] (Fig. 2). Each of them is also an extension of the usual 

two-valued logic. Kleene’s is constructed to have A-B equivalent to 1 A v B, but 

unfortunately the set of models is not stable by intersection. Przymusinski considers 

that I+F is false. 

We can see that our three-valued logic is an extension of the usual two-valued logic, 

therefore an immediate property is that each two-valued model is a three-valued one 

and also each three-valued consequence is a two-valued one. 

This result shows that in the general case within the three-valued logic we have less 

consequence literals than within the two-valued one. Three-valued logic is weaker 

than two-valued one. 

1 A literal L is true in a three-valued interpretation I iR 15~1. A positive literal L is true in a two-valued 

interpretation I iff LEI. A negative literal L is true in a two-valued interpretation I iff Lq!l. 
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7TFI A T F I v T F I + T F I 

F T I T TFI T TTT T TFF 

F FFF F TFI F TTT 

I I FI I TI I I T T T 

Fig. 1. Three-valued connectors used to characterize forward chaining. 

Kleene Przymusinski Lukasiewicz 

-+ T F I + T F I -+ T F I 

T TFI T TFF T TFI 

F TTT F TTT F TTT 

I TI I I T F T I TI T 

Fig. 2. Other three-valued connectors. 

Theorem 2.2 (Delahaye [9]). 
_ For a set of rules without negation (Horn clauses) the set of two-valued models is stable 

for intersection. Thus, it has a minimal two-valued model denoted mm,(Kb). We also 
obtain the equality ConsB(Kb)=mm,(Kb)=Sat(Kb)nAto(Kb). 

_ For a set of rules with negations, the set of three-valued models is stable for 
intersection. Thus it has a minimal three-valued model denoted mm,(Kb). We also 
obtain the equality Cons,(Kb) =mm,(Kb) = Sat(Kb)nHer(Kb). 

3. Achievement of knowledge bases 

Definition 3.1. A set of rules is achieved iff the three-valued consequence literals and 

the two-valued ones are identical: Cons,(Kb) = Cons,(Kb). 

Having an achieved set of rules allows us to compute the two-valued consequence 

with a simple forward chaining. 

Definition 3.2. A set of rules Kb is fully achieved iff the three-valued consequence 

literals of Kb with any extensional knowledge base Ekb and the two-valued ones are 

identical: 

VEkb Cons,(KbuEkb) = ConsT(KbuEkb). 

This definition is more interesting than the previous one because it is closer to the 

usual use of a forward chaining. With a fully achieved set of rules, we are sure to 
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compute the two-valued consequence literals of the knowledge base with every 

extensional knowledge base added. 

Proposition 3.3. There exist achieved sets of rules which are not fully achieved. 

The set Kb = {a-b} is achieved, but from 1 b forward chaining cannot compute 

1 a, which is a two-valued consequence. 

Proposition 3.4. There exist fully achieved sets of rules. 

The set Kb = {a+b, 1 b+l u} is fully achieved. All the two-valued consequence 

literals of any extensional knowledge base can be computed by a forward chaining. 

Definition 3.5. An operation* : Kb-+*(Kb) is call d f 11 e a u UC ievement operation iff for h. 
any knowledge base Kb and any extensional knowledge base Ekb, the two-valued 

consequence literals of KbuEkb are the same as the three-valued consequence literals 

of *(Kb)uEkb. 

VKb, VEkb Cons,(KbuEkb) = Cons,( *(Kb)uEkb) = Cons,( *(Kb)uEkb). 

Finding a full achievement operation is very interesting because this guarantees 

that one computes with a forward chaining all the two-valued consequence literals of 

any extensional knowledge base. This defines what we call a logical compilation of 

a knowledge base because achievement is obtained just once and from then on the 

user can change the extensional knowledge base as he wants without any modifica- 

tions of the achieved knowledge base. This logical compilation can also be seen as an 

ATMS system [‘i’, 81, in the sense that we add information to a knowledge base to 

obtain a more efficient deduction. It is then a monotonic two-valued ATMS. 

Definition 3.6. A clause C is subsumed by a clause D iff D+C is true. In the 

propositional case a clause C is subsumed by a clause D iff each literal in D is also in C. 

Definition. 3.7. A clause C is a minimal consequence clause of a set of clauses S iff C is 

a two-valued logical consequence of S and C is not subsumed by any other conse- 

quences of S. 

Proposition 3.8. Each set of clauses S has a unique set of minimal consequence clauses F. 

Proof. It is easy to construct an algorithm to compute this set. The set of clauses we 

can construct with Her(S) is finite since Her(S) is finite. Thus we can compute it, and 

delete the clauses which are not logical consequences of S by testing them with 

a complete procedure. We also delete the subsumed clauses of this set. Thus we obtain 

the set of minimal consequence clauses of S. 0 
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Kb is a set of rules. 

Begin 

Compute Cl(Kb), the clausal form of Kb. 

Saturate Cl(Kb) by resolution. 

Delete all tautologies and subsumed clauses to obtain AR(Kb) 

compute Var(AR(Kb)), the variants of all residual clauses. 

end. 

Fig. 3. Achievement by resolution 

Proposition 3.9. Zf S is a set of clauses and F the set of minimal consequence clauses of 
S then S =II= F. 

Proof. If we add the minimal consequences to the initial set of clauses S to obtain T, it 

is trivial that S =II= T because we just add logical consequences and S is included in T. 

When deleting subsumed clauses in T we obtain a set of clauses F for which we have 

T =II= F. Thus, S =II= F. 0 

Definition 3.10. We present an algorithm called AR(.) (achievement by resolution) 

(Fig. 3), which is the simplest way to compute the set of minimal consequence clauses 

of any knowledge base. This algorithm is based on the resolution principle. It consists 

of the transformation of the initial set of rules in clausal form, then saturate this set by 

resolution and then deleting subsumed clauses of the set obtained. 

There exist other algorithms to compute the same set of clauses, for example 

deleting tautologies and subsumed clauses during the saturating operation [2]. In 

Section 4 we will see other methods which compute the same set of clauses more 

efficiently. 

Remark 3.11. If a set of clauses is inconsistent, we obtain the empty clause by 

resolution, and this clause subsumes all the others; thus the set of minimal conse- 

quence clauses is empty. 

Theorem 3.12 (Lee [21 J and Mathieu [23]). IfKb is a knowledge base, AR(Kb) is the 
set of minimal consequence clauses of Kb. 

Proof. 

- If C is a clause of the form (ci v ... v c,) which is a logical consequence of a set of 

clauses S then there exists a refutation for Su(l ci, . . ,l c,,}. 

- If a clause C of the form (cl v ... v c,) is a minimal consequence clause of a set of 

clauses S then each linear refutation for Su{l cl, . . . ,l c,,} uses all the literals 

lci,...,lc, (because there is no refutation for S~{~c~~~..,~c~}--(~c~})~ 
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- If there exists a linear refutation using a literal x then x can be used in the last 

resolution. 
_ If there exists a linear refutation for Su{l ci, . . . ,l cn} then all the literals 

1 Cl,..., 1 c, can be used in the last n resolutions. Thus, just before these last 

n resolutions we have the clause c1 v ... v c,. So there exists a deduction via 

resolution for the clause c1 v ... v c,. This clause is then computed with resolution 

by saturation. 0 

Lee [21] proved this result with a more difficult proof because he did not use linear 

resolution. He called nontrivial those theorems which we call minimal consequence 

clauses, sometimes called prime implicates. 

Theorem 3.13 (Mathieu [23]). Var(AR(.)): Kb+Var(AR(Kb)) is a full achievement 

operation. 

Proof. 
~ All the clauses added by AR(Kb) are consequences of Kb. The deletion of subsumed 

clauses and tautologies and computing variants does not modify the set of two- 

valued consequences, thus Cons,(KbuEkb) = Cons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb). 

~ All the three-valued consequence literals of a knowledge base are two-valued ones, 

thus Cons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb)cCons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb). By the use of 

Theorem 3.13 we have immediately ConsT(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb)cCons,(KbuEkb). 

- If x is a two-valued consequence literal of KbuEkb then there is an interpretation 

CI with CI c Ekb for which Kbuctul x is inconsistent; thus the clause 1 M v x can be 

computed by resolution (see proof of Theorem 3.12), so a rule of the form X-+X 

has been added to Var(AR(Kb)). Then we obtain Cons, (KbuEkb)c 

Cons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb). 

So we have the equality Cons,(KbuEkb) = Cons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb) = 

Cons,(Var(AR(Kb))uEkb). 0 

Proposition 3.14. Each forward chaining deduction on Var(AR(Kb)) can be made in one 

pass of forward chaining. 

Proof. Suppose that two passes are necessary. Thus there exists an interpretation 

I and two interpretations CI, ~GZ and two rules of the form U-+X and 0 A x-y without 

a rule of the form y+y with y E I. 

We know that the two rules give the rule CL A fi-+y by resolution. By hypothesis this 

rule must be deleted 

l by a clause which contains y, but this refutes our hypothesis because we cannot 

have a rule of the form y+y; 

l by a clause which does not contain y, thus included in 1 (CX A /I); then we obtain 

a contradiction in one pass with I because there exists a rule of the form y-1 z 

with ZEZ. 0 
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Remarks and extensions. This method with refinements seems to be available for 

first-order logic without functional symbol. In this case factor and subsumed clause 

testing takes much time (if a clause C contains two or more literals which have a most 

general unifier o then we can generate the factor aC (example: p(a) v p(X) allows one 

to generate p(a)). A clause C is subsumed’ by a clause D iff there is a substitution such 

that oD c C (example: p(a) v q(u) is subsumed by p(X)). 

We actually try to use two kinds of methods to extend achievement for first-order 

logic without functional symbol: one based on the resolution principle like AR( .) and 

one based on SL-resolution as in [ 171. Thus, actually, achievement is possible in some 

cases but not very efficient for first-order logic. 

This extension to first-order logic is a very important point and it is a great benefit 

of this method compared to the more efficient methods we will see in the following 

section. That is the reason why we present AR before the others. 

4. Other methods to compute the set of minimal consequence clauses 

4.1. Using crossing matrices 

Bibel [l] used matrix representation for testing satisfiability of a propositional 

formula; we will use it for computing the set of minimal consequence clauses of a set of 

formulas F. 

Definitions 4.1. A matrix is a set of sets of literals. We use one set of literals per line to 

obtain the matrix form. 

A path in a matrix M is a set of literals obtained by selecting one literal from each 

line without repetition. 

A path is valid if it does not contain a literal and its negation. 

If M is a matrix, we denote by P(M) the set of all the valid paths in M. 

Transformations. We define two trivial operations and their reciprocals to transform 

a formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and a formula in disjunctive normal 

form (DNF) into a matrix. 
_ If F is a formula in CNF (i.e. a set of clauses) we denote by Tcm(F) the matrix 

obtained by assembling the literals of each clause (or rule in clausal form) horizon- 

tally and all the clauses vertically. If M is a matrix we denote by Tcm- ‘(M) the 

converse operation with deletion of subsumed clauses. 

2 This subsumption is called f3-subsumption. 
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matrix C 

7a 

lab 

Tad 

bla 

b 

bd 

c7a 

cb 

cd 

Fig. 4. The crossing matrix method. The matrix A corresponds to the initial formula in conjunctive normal 

form 7 a A (a v b) A (1 b v c v d). The matrix B, obtained by P(A) corresponds to the disjunctive normal 

form (1 a A b A c) v (1 a A b A d). The matrix C is obtained by P(B). The result corresponds to matrix 

C without subsumed clauses (i.e. the conjunctive normal form 1 a A b A (c v d)) 

If F is a formula in DNF (i.e. a set of three-valued interpretations) we denote by 

Tdm(F) the matrix obtained by assembling the literals of each three-valued model 

horizontally and all the three-valued interpretations vertically. If M is a matrix we 

denote by Tdm-i(M) the converse operation with deletion of subsumed three- 

valued interpretations (if F is a formula in DNF, the set of literals used in each 

disjunct is also a three-valued model of F). 

Example 4.2. The formula ((a v b v c) A (a v 1 b v d)) in CNF will be transformed into 

the matrix 

{u} and {a,d} are valid paths. (b,l b} is not a valid path. 

P(M)={(a), {a,~ b}, {a,d}, {b,a}, {b,d}, {~>a>, {c,l b}, {c>d)}. 

Tdm-‘(P(M))=(u v(br\d)v(cr\l b)v(c Ed)). 

Proposition 4.3. (1) Zf S is a formula in conjunctive normal form then 

Tdm-‘(P(Tcm(S))) in a formula equivalent to S in disjunctive normalform. 

(2) If S is a formula in disjunctive normal form then Tcm-‘(P(Tdm(S))) is uformulu 

equivalent to S in conjunctive normal form. 

Thus we can see that P(M) allows us to transform easily a DNF into a CNF and 

conversely. 

Proof. Crossing a matrix (see Fig. 4) is in fact the application of distributivity rules to 

a set of formulas. Justifications for the deletion of subsumed interpretations and 

clauses can be given easily. 
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_ For a formula F in conjunctive normal form, if a conjunction of literals contains 

a literal and its negation then the interpretation obtained is always false 

(X A 1 X = F), so it can be deleted from the conjunctive normal form (X v F = X). 

And if a conjunction contains the same literal many times then the set can be 

simplified by deleting all occurrences of the literal except one (X A X=X). 
_ For a formula F in disjunctive normal form, if a disjunction of literals contains 

a literal and its negation then the interpretation obtained is always true 

(X v 1 X = T), so it can be deleted from the disjunctive normal form (X A T = X). 

And if a disjunction contains the same literal many times then the set can be 

simplified by deleting all occurrences of the literal except one (X v X =X). 0 

Proposition 4.4. If Kb is a knowledge base and S the clausal form of Kb, 

Tcm-‘(P(P(Tcm(S))) is the set of minimal consequence clauses of Kb. 

Proof. 

Lemma 4.5. Let S be the clausalform of Kb and II v ... v 1, a consequence clause of S. 

We always obtain one li on each line after P(Tcm(S)). 

If not, we could complete the three-valued model defined on this line with 

11 1, . . . ,l 1,. So there exists a model which does not contain 11, . . . ,I, and 1, v ... v 1, 

is false in this model. Thus, 1, v ... v 1, could not be a consequence clause of S. 

Lemma 4.6. If 1, v ... v 1, is a minimal consequence clause of S then 1,) . . . ,I, appears at 

least once on each line. 

Suppose that 1i does not appear, so one of the others appears (Lemma 4.5), so 

l2 v ... v 1, is a consequence thus l1 v ..’ v 1, is not a minimal consequence clause of S. 

We obtain a contradiction. 

To resume, if l1 v ... v 1, is a minimal consequence clause of S then II v ... v 1, is 

computed by P 0 P. 0 

Theorem 4.7. Kb+Var(Tcm-i(P(P(Tcm(Cl(Kb))))) is a full achievement operation. 

Proof. In Proposition 4.4 we have seen that if we denote by S the clausal form of Kb, 

Tcm-‘(P(P(Tcm(S))) contains all the minimal consequence clauses of Kb. By The- 

orem 3.13 we know that variants of a set of minimal consequence clauses is a full 

achievement operation. 0 

4.2. Using a semantic tree 

As we have seen that we can compute the set of minimal consequence clauses from 

a DNF, it is interesting to use methods more efficient than matrix crossing to 
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3 Sze ::E, 

z-z b 

T F 

C 
A 

E-c 

T F 

4 ka, b, c) 

tla, b, 

Fig. 5. The semantic tree and crossing matrix method. The semantic tree gives two models written in matrix 

A. The crossing matrix method gives the three minimal consequence clauses of the initial set. 

transform a set of clauses (i.e. CNF) into DNF. An easy way to do that is to use 

a derived algorithm of the Davis and Putnam procedure [6], which uses a semantic 

tree (see Fig. 5) to construct a model. 

Definition 4.8. We denote by DP(Kb) the set of three-valued interpretations com- 

puted by the following algorithm for a knowledge base Kb. Choose a literal x that we 

consider true. 

(1) If all the rules are satisfied, we have found a three-valued model. We save it and 

we backtrack to the choice of the last literal to find other models. 

(2) If one of the rules is false, the interpretation we construct cannot be the 

beginning of a model. Thus we assign false to x. 

(3) Otherwise we conserve x as true and we choose another literal contained in the 

clauses not satisfied and we go to step 1. 

Theorem 4.9. Kb+Var(Tcm-‘(P(DP(Kb)))) is a fill achievement operation. 

Proof. It is easy to show that DP(Kb) is a set of three-valued models equivalent to 

Kb. So DP(Kb) is equivalent to P(Tcm(Kb)). Var(Tcm-‘(P(P(Tcm(Kb)))) is a full 

achievement operation so we obtain that Var(Tcm ’ (P(DP(Kb)))) is a full achieve- 

ment operation. 0 

Benefits. It is easy to implement optimization on this algorithm. The initial set of rules 

does not have to be transformed into CNF. The semantic tree can easily work on 

other formulas. The crossing matrix method depends on the average length of clauses 

and on the number of clauses. The semantic tree depends only on the number of 

atoms, so it is in fact more efficient in general than other methods. 

Result 

7a 

b 

cvd 

207 
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To increase the efficiency of the compilation we have studied many heuristics on 

this algorithm. The problem is different from the satisfiability problem. For example, 

the heuristics used in [27] to solve the satisfiability problem are not efficient in this 

case. The problem is not to compute the first model but all of them, and of course to 

use a crossing matrix method. It is in this second part that the subsumption algorithm 

works, thus it is in fact in this part that much time is spent. Thus we must find which 

heuristic on the semantic tree will produce the models in an optimized order for the 

crossing matrix method. 

After having studied many heuristics we saw that the heuristics which prefer to 

choose first the shortest clauses and in them the atom more often used give in general 

fewer models in fewer choices (good heuristic for the satisfiability problem) but the 

order of the models is not efficient for the crossing matrix method. 

Heuristics which prefer to choose first the atoms more often used, and if there are 

many of them choose the atom used in the shortest clause, give more models in many 

choices (bad for the satisfiability problem) but gives models in an efficient order for the 

crossing matrix method. 

It is then a heuristic in this category we use for our logical compilation. 

5. Simplification 

The knowledge base obtained from Var(AR(.)) is often large. Most of the rules 

could be deleted because the deductions they allow can be obtained by using other 

rules of the set. So it is interesting to delete them and to preserve achievement for 

having a simpler set of rules. 

Definition 5.1. A rule R, of the form P+C, of a knowledge base Kb is redundant iff, 

when R is removed from Kb, C is still a three-valued consequence from P, 

CESat((Kb-R)u{P)). By extension, a clause C is redundant if all its variants are 

redundant. A set of rules is not redundant iff it does not contain any redundant rule. 

By extension, a set of clauses is not redundant iff it does not contain any redundant 

clause. 

There exist several methods to delete redundant rules but the most interesting one is 

based on the structure of AR(Kb). Especially we show the following result. 

Theorem 5.2 (Mathieu [23]). Let S be a set of clauses obtained by AR( .) and let C, Cl, 

C2 be clauses of S, if C is a direct resolvent of Cl and C2 and if Cl and C2 have no 

shared literals, then all the variants of C are redundant. 

Proof. Cl must be of the form (x vaI v ... v a,) and C2 of the form 

(lxvb, v ... v b,) to have a direct resolvent C of the form (a, v ... v a, v bI v ... 

v b,). Thus we have a rule 1 a2 A ... A 1 a,, A 1 bI A ... Al b,+aI obtained from 

Candalso~bl~~~~~~b,~~xobtainedfromC2andlxA~a,r\~~~Ala,~al 
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Forward_clauses(Kb, Ekb) 

We call Kb the knowledge base and Ekb the extensional knowledge base. 

While there exists a clause of the form 11 v v In in Kb where n - 1 literals of this clause are present on 

negative form in Ekb and the nth one (noted L) is not present choose this clause. 

if 7 L is present in Ekb 

return “inconsistent knowledge base”. stop. 

else add L to the extensional knowledge base. 

end. 

Fig. 6. Forward chaining on clauses. 

knowledge base 

c-d 

la,lb+ld 

a-e 

b-e 

After AR 

lcvd cl 

avbvTd c2 

iave c3 

lbve C4 

lcvavb c5=cl,c2 

ldve c6 

icve c7=cl,c6 

After Theorem 5.2 

lcvd cl 

avbvld c2 

Tave c3 

lbve c4 

ldve c6 

After variants 

c+d 

ld+lc 

la,lb+ld 

d,T b-a 

d,T a-b 

a+e 

ie-*ia 

b-e 

le+lb 

d-e 

Fig. 7. The use of Theorem 5.2. After AR two clauses (c5 and c7) have their parents present with no shared 

literals, so all their variants are redundant, When we compute variants, one of the variants of the last clause 

(1 e-1 d) is always redundant so it is deleted by reduc-rules. Now all the two-valued consequence literals 

of the initial knowledge base with any extensional knowledge base can be computed with a simple forward 

chaining. For example from c we can compute e, which was not possible with the initial base (of course we 

can also obtain 1 e from 7 c). 

obtained from Cl. Thus, C is redundant. By the same way we show easily that all the 

variants of C are redundant. 0 

This theorem is very useful and allows us to delete a large part of redundant clauses 

but not all of them. Note that the order of treatment is important. Clauses must be 

tested from the youngest to the oldest to have more efficiency. Note that this theorem 

can only be applied with efficiency for AR( .) and not for the two other methods, which 

do not use the resolution principle. For these methods and to make sure that we delete 

all the redundant clauses, we will present another method based on a forward 

chaining on clauses (Fig. 6). 
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As we always compute variants on the set of clauses obtained, it is very interesting 

to use a new kind of forward chaining which works on clauses instead of rules. With it 

we do not have to compute all the variants of any clauses. Thus the knowledge base 

obtained is optimized in memory size. 

To have a nonredundant set of clauses (resp. set of rules) we must use algorithms 

derived from the definition of a redundant rule. These algorithms delete a clause (resp. 

a rule) if the deductions allowed by this clause (resp. rule) can be obtained by the 

others. 

6. Complexity of the achieved knowledge base 

It is very difficult to study the complexity [3] of achievement methods. Computing 

the two-valued consequences of a knowledge base is an NP-hard problem so it is 

evident that our methods give a result in an exponential time. But what is the size 

growth? In many current cases we can see that the size of the compiled base is linear, 

unfortunately some cases (like the pigeon hole problem) give an exponential result 

with our methods. To give an idea on the size complexity we will first compute the 

complexity size of particular and complex nonachieved structures and we will see that 

they are all linear. Then we will give the complexity of an exponential problem. 

Finally, we will give some results on classical examples often used in propositional 

calculus. 

6.1. Linear complexity of some nonachieved structures 

Knowledge base: 

i=l n 2 ... 9 

i 

ai,a’;+b’ 

iai+c 

-7al;-+c 

b’, . . . , b”-id 

This sort of knowledge base contains 3n + 1 rules and 3n + 2 atoms. AR(Kb) contains 

2” + 4n + 1 clauses. The compiled knowledge base contains 4n + 2 clauses (n clauses of 

the form c v b’ and c v d have been added). Remark that after achievement the rules of 

the form 1 c-d can be obtained with forward chaining. 

Knowledge base: 

ai,ai+b’ 

i=l n , ... > 

1 

7 a’;+c’ 

7 al-w’ 

b’, . . . ,b”+d 
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This sort of knowledge base contains 3n + 1 rules and 4n + 1 atoms. AR(Br) contains 

3”+4n clauses (thus exponential), but the compiled knowledge base has just 4n+ 1 

clauses (n clauses of the form b’ v ci have been added). Remark that after achievement 

the rules of the form -I d+ci can be obtained with forward chaining. 

Knowledge base: 

a’;,ai+b’ 

i=l,...,n l&+C'f' 

This sort of knowledge base contains 4n rules and 4n+ 1 atoms. AR(Br) contains 

6n* +n clauses (thus polynomial) but the compiled knowledge base has just 5n (n 
clauses of the form b v ci+l have been added). Remark that after achievement the rules 

of the form ci-+ci+r can be obtained with forward chaining. 

Knowledge base: 

I 

a2i,azi+l+di 

i= 1, . ,n 
lfi'i,lfi+l di 

ei+Ui 

fi +ai 

The initial knowledge base contains 4n rules and 4n+ 1 atoms. The compiled know- 

ledge base contains 5n clauses (n clauses of the form ai v 1 di have been added). 

6.2. A exponential case: the pigeon hole problem (Cook [4,5], Haken [16]) 

The aim of this problem is to represent the case of n pigeons who sit in n + 1 holes. 

We have two constraint rules: (1) Each pigeon sits in one and only one hole. (2) Each 

hole contains at most one pigeon. Of course, this is a satisfiable problem. 

We can then formalize this problem by using a predicate p(x, y) which means that 

pigeon x is in hole y and writing the following rules. 

~ Each pigeon sits in one hole can be represented with n clauses of the form 

p(i, 1) v p(i, 2) v ... vp(i,n+l) for i=l ton. 

- Each pigeon sits only in one hole can be represented with n’(n + 1)/2 clauses of the 

form 

ip(i,j)vip”(i,k) for i=l to n, for j=l ton, for k=j+l to n+l. 

- Each hole, which can contain only one pigeon, can be represented with 

n(n- l)(n+ 1)/2 clauses of the form 

lp(j,i)vlp(k,i) for i=l to n+l, for j=l to n-l, for k=j+l to n. 

Thus this problem is normalized eventually with (2n3 + n2 + n)/2 clauses. 
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Table 1 
Measures on classical problems 

Logiciens 

c31 
Deputies 

c31 
Central 

WI 
Pigeons 3, 4 

M 

No. of initial clauses 15 20 30 33 
No. of initial rules 54 62 19 12 
Compilation time 0.18s 0.65 s 0.25 s 0.31 s 
No. of clauses obtained 66 66 31 69 
No. of rules obtained 120 114 68 108 

Of course, if we take all the variants of these clauses, forward chaining is not 

complete, because for example we cannot deduce with II = 4 that, if pigeons 1 and 2 are 

not in holes 1,2 or 3, then pigeons 3 and 4 cannot sit in holes 4 or 5. 

The achievement method helps us to add new clauses which tell us that 

~ if two pigeons are not in n- 1 holes then the other pigeons cannot be in the other 

holes, 
_ if three pigeons are not in n - 2 holes then the other pigeons cannot sit in the other 

holes, 

_ if n - 1 pigeons are not in 2 holes then the last pigeon cannot sit in the other holes. 

(The first case “if one pigeon is not in n holes then the other pigeons are not in the last 

one” is not added by the achievement method. The reason is that these rules can be 

obtained by forward chaining on the first package of initial rules “if one pigeon is not 

in n holes then it is in the last one” and the third package “if a pigeon is in the last one 

then the others cannot sit in it.“) 

In this way we obtain a fully achieved knowledge base for this problem but we 

must add n(n+l)CI:=:C~_,.C::“-k new clauses, thus an exponential increase 

(2 2”-’ - n), where Ci = n!/k! (n - k)! . For 5 pigeons we have 140 initial clauses and we 

must add 2400 other clauses to have a complete computation with forward chaining. 

For 10 pigeons we have 1055 initial clauses and we must add 8 314 085 other clauses to 

have a complete computation with forward chaining. 

Table 1 shows measures on classical problems. The compilation times in this table 

have been obtained on a SUN SPARC 4 with the last method and many heuristics in 

the semantic tree algorithm (times have been greatly improved since [24] by using 

more efficient heuristics). 

7. Using a wide propositional calculus 

Achievement methods work on clausal forms, thus we can use other connectives. 

Especially, we can use the or connective in rule conclusions. The meaning given to this 
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After variants 

la,lb-+lx 

x,1 b-la 

x,7 a-b 

y+7a 

a+7 y 

Fig. 8. Using a wide propositional calculus. All the two-valued consequence literals of the initial knowledge 

base with any extensional knowledge base can be computed with a simple forward chaining. For example 
from x and y we can compute b, which was not possible with the initial base. 

connective is then the two-valued one, so we can obtain an achieved knowledge base 

without or connective which computes the two-valued consequence literals of the 

initial base with “or” connectives (see Fig. 8). 

Of course it is easy to see that we can extend the achievement method to a know- 

ledge base with any other connector. The sense given to these connectors is always the 

two-valued one, and the resulting knowledge base will only contain the connectors 

“and” and “imply”. 

8. Some particular bases for which achievement is not necessary 

Definition 8.1. A set of rules is partially achieved with respect to an extensional 

knowledge base Ekb iff for each part P of Ekb, the two-valued consequence literals of 

KbuP and the three-valued ones are identical, Cons,(KbuP) = Cons,(KbuP). 

Having a partially achieved knowledge base is very interesting because the achieve- 

ment operation is not necessary for particular extensional bases. 

Proposition 8.2. If Kb is a set of positive3 rules then Kb is partially achieved with 

respect to Ato( 

Proof. If Kb is a set of positive rules then we can use the first part of Theorem 2.2 for 

a set of rules without negations, Cons,(KbuEkb) = Sat(KbuEkb)nAto(KbuEkb). 

But we can also use the second part of Theorem 2.2 for a set of rules with negations, 

Cons,(KbuEkb) = Sat(KbuEkb)nHer(KbuEkb). In this case we have also 

Her(KbuEkb) = Ato(KbuEkb), thus ConsT(KbuEkb) = Consn(KbuEkb). 0 

3 Positive: containing only positive literals; negative: containing only negative literals. 
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Kbl Kb2 Kb3 Kb4 

a,b+d a,c-+d la,b+c a,x+d 

a,c-+d a,7 c-d c+a a,y+d 

c-+x 

7 c-+y 

Fig. 9. Property 1. Kbl satisfies Property 1, whereas Kb2, Kb3 and Kb4 do not. For Kb2 al=d, for Kb3 

b+a (we can see that a depends on 7 a and on itself), for Kb4 a/=d (example of hereditary). 

Kb5 Kb6 Kb7 Kb8 

a-+c a-*c x-+a lc+?d 

b-+c b+lc a-c a,b-+d 

la,lb+lc 1 b-d b+lc -a+7.5 

1 x+b lb+le 

lb-d 

Fig. 10. Property 2. Kb5 satisfies Property 2 whereas Kb6, Kb7 and Kb8 do not. For Kb6 a+d, for Kb7 
xl=d (nevertheless, c and 1 c hereditarily depend on x and 1 x), for Kb8 1 cl=1 e. 

In the same way we can immediately prove that each set of negative rules Kb is 

partially achieved with respect to Lit(Kb). 

Proposition 8.3. The union of two achieved bases is not achieved in the general case. 

Proof. For example if Kbl= {a+b} and Kb2= (1 a-b), the two bases are separ- 

ately achieved but not their union because b, which is a two-valued consequence, is 

not computed by forward chaining. So the union of two partially achieved bases is not 

partially achieved in the general case. 0 

Definition 8.4. A literal Ll depends directly on a literal L2 (and we write Ll L L2) iff 

there exists a rule R with Ll &onc(R) and L2 = Prem(R). Let < denote the transitive 

closure relation of L and < the transitive and reflexive closure relation of L. 

Definitions 8.5. 
_ A set of rules Kb is said to be according to Property 1 (Fig. 9) iff for every 

FELit(Kb), there is no literal L for which F Q L and F Ql L. 
_ We denote by Cone(r) the conclusion of rule r. A set of rules Kb is said to be 

according to Property 2 (Fig. 10) iff for each couple of rules rl and r2 from Kb for 

which Conc(rl)=l Conc(r2), there is LELit(Kb) for which LEPrem(r1) and 

7 LEPrem(r2). 
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Theorem 8.6 (Lukasiewicz [22]). Zf Kb is a set of rules satisfying Properties 1 and 

2 then Kb is partially achieved with respect to each set offacts without negative form of 
a conclusive literal. 

Definition 8.7. The closure of a set of positive rules on a positive literal L is the result 

of the following operation. Consider the n rules with L for conclusion. They have the 

form 

cond 1 -+ L, 

cond 2-+L, 

condn+L. 

This is equivalent to ((cond I v . . . v cond,)-t L). 

Computing the closure on L consists of considering the implication connective 

;P 

the equivalence one. So it consists of adding the formula 

1 cond, A ... A 1 cond,)+l L). The condition part of this formula must be written 

in disjunctive normal form, which allows us to add rules in accordance with our 

syntax. It is in fact Clark’s completion for the propositional case. 

Algorithm used. The rules allowed are of the form premises-conclusion, where prem- 

ises is a conjunction of literals and conclusion a literal. So the closure operation on 

a literal L consists of adding rules with 1 L as conclusion and premises constructed by 

taking the opposite form of one literal of each rule with L for conclusion. The 

following is an example: 

Initial base rules added by closure 

a, b+c la,ld-+lc 

d, e-+c 7 a,7 e+i c 

1 b,l d-1 c 

1 b,l e-+1 c 

Proposition 8.8. If Kb is a set of positive rules then each rule added by closure satisjes 
Property 1. 

Proof. The initial set is made of positive rules (with only positive literals) and the rules 

added by closure are negative rules (with only negative literals), so it is not possible to 

have a positive literal which depends on a negative literal, and also to have a negative 

literal which depends on a positive literal. Thus we cannot have two literals F and 

L with F<L and Fdi L. Cl 
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Proposition 8.9. If Kb is a set of positive rules then each rule added by closure satisJes 
Property 2. 

Proof. By construction each rule with 1 L as a conclusion contains at least the 

opposite form of a literal of each rule with L as a conclusion. Similarly, each rule 

concluding on L contains at least the opposite form of a literal of each rule with 1 L 

as a conclusion. 0 

Definition 8.10. An atom A is a basic atom iff there is no rule with A as a conclusion 

both in positive or in negative form. We call the set of basic atoms and their negations 

basic facts. 

The notion of basic facts is usual in expert systems. These facts are often used to 

pose questions to the user. If the knowledge base is well structured, it is obvious that if 

an atom A does not occur in a rule conclusion then neither does 1 A occur. Having 

a knowledge base partially achieved for basic facts is then very interesting. 

Theorem 8.11 (Lukasiewicz [22]). If Kb LS a set of positive rules for which we have 
applied closure operations then Kb is partially achieved with respect to basic facts. 

Proof. We have shown in Propositions 8.8 and 8.9 that each set of positive rules to 

which we have applied closure operations satisfies Properties 1 and 2. Using The- 

orem 8.6 we know that this base is partially achieved for each set of facts without 

negative form of any conclusive literal. But we know that basic facts do not include the 

negative form of any conclusive literal (because if an atom was a basic atom before 

closure, the negative form of this atom is also a basic atom). Thus, the set of rules 

obtained after closure is partially achieved for basic facts. 0 

9. Achievement by parts 

Achievement methods have a great complexity in time and space, which depends on 

the size of the initial knowledge base. Thus we try to achieve a knowledge base by 

parts to have a weaker complexity. It is in fact a kind of incremental compilation. The 

full achievement method used here is not important. We will denote such a method by 

Ach( .). 

Definition 9.1. We write Her(Kb) = Ato vi Ato( A well-structured know- 
ledge base is a knowledge base Kb of the form RuU:=, Kbi, where R is a rule and for 

which 

l R is of the form a, A ... A a,+ao, 

l aiEHer(Kbi), i=O, . . . , k, 
l ai#Kbj if i#j, i=O, . . . . k, j=O... k, 
l Her(Kbi)nHer(Kbj)=@ if i#j, i=O, . . . . k, j=O, . . . . k. 
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Theorem 9.2. If Kb is a well-structured knowledge base then Kb+[ Uf,,ACh(Kbi)u 

Var(R)] is a fill achievement operation. 

Proof. This proof is based on constructions and manipulations of models. We start 

from KbuEkbI=c thus each model m for KbuEkb contains c. We then try to show 

that KbiuEkbI=c, and thus cESat(KbiuEkb). See [lo] for the complete proof of this 

theorem. 0 

This theorem defines in fact an achievement by parts which can be very efficient in 

many structured cases. We just have to achieve each Kbi and to compute variants of 

the rule used to link the different parts. We propose in [lo] other theorems which 

allow us to achieve a knowledge base by parts. 

Let us take a structured knowledge base used in the previous examples, for which 

we can use Theorem 9.2, 

u2i, u2i+ 1 -*di, 

i=l > ... 9 n 

I 

1 ei,lf;.+l di, 

ei+Ui, 

Thai. 

This knowledge base can be decomposed in n bases of the form 

i 

lei, lf;:+ldi, 

i=l , . . . ,n ei+Ui, 

h+ai, 

and n rules of the form azi, Uzi+ 1 -tdi, i = 1, . . . , n. 

We can then achieve this knowledge base by performing achievement on each part, 

thus adding just one clause per part of the form ai v 1 di, i = 1, . . . , n, or, if one wants to 

work on rules, all the variants of these clauses and all the variants of the initial rules. 

10. Conclusion 

We have proposed a compilation system which allows us to compute the two- 

valued consequence literals of a knowledge base using a forward chaining on the 

compiled based with any extensional knowledge base. This method solves the “or” 

problem in rule conclusion. We have defined several methods to perform this compila- 

tion. We then proposed a theorem which helps us to define an incremental compila- 

tion which is very efficient on particular and structured knowledge bases (as in expert 

systems) and which is able to compile very large knowledge bases in a very short time. 

A program called BIVOUAC has been realized in Prolog and C at LIFL to imple- 

ment these operations. We are now searching for more efficient methods for our 

incremental compilation and other particular knowledge bases where achievement is 

not necessary when the extensional knowledge base is a subset of facts never occurring 
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in rule conclusions. We also take a probabilistic approach, as in [12, 133, to the 

achievement problem to see the relation between the number of clauses, the number of 

literals and the size of the compiled knowledge base. 
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